
EFFECTIVE WAYS 
OF STUDYING

BEFORE EXAMS

„Color: Red“ 
1. Exposure time. Red color might be difficult to
capture without it looking blown-out, hence one
of the popular techniques it to underexpose the
image by manually reducing exposure time.

2. Examples. The best photos containing red color
are usually found in portrait, food, abstraction,
street and landscape photography, but we also
suggest you to experiment. Just remember, that
red evokes energy, passion and excitement!

3. Post edit. In case your camera wasn't able to
capture the red color in a way that your eyes see it
then  you can always try post editing software.
Play with saturation and color balance in order to
find the sweet spot.

THE FOAPLY
WEEKLY TIPS FOR MISSIONS

„Color: Brown“ 
1. Food photos. Some say that photos of brown
colored food don't look interesting, but we don't
agree! If you focus on texture and shoot the
photos using interesting angles and hard light
they will definitely look amazing.

2. The story. Various colors tell various stories and
in case of brown color it can help strengthen the
feeling of warmth, stability and sadness in your
photos, so use it to your advantage.

3. Contrast. We think that the best way to capture
a color is to have differently colored elements that
create a contrast in the photo. We suggest you
finding some objects that are white, copper,
yellow, orange or blue to make your brown color
look even better.

MORE TIPS: WWW.COMMUNITY.FOAP.COM

Bonus tips 
1. "Collect your passions with Displates". Firstly make sure to use a lowest ISO when capturing artwork, to
make your images look cleaner. If you are photographing using artificial light, place two identical lights at
45 degrees to each sides of the wall with your artwork(s) and in case you use natural light (e. g. window
light) make sure to use a light diffuser. Most importantly, make sure to use original Displates which you
can order here. 

2. "NIVEA Breathable Body Lotion" and "Eucerin Itch Relief Intensive Calming Lotion". Most importantly,
make sure to follow the DOs and DONTs of the Missions and you're halfway to winning!

https://displate.com/

